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The EEAS press team is the key contact point for the journalists interested in the European Union's foreign affairs and security policy. We provide information about the policy priorities, proposals and decisions to the press, we organise press events and we issue press material and statements.

Peter Stano
Lead Spokesperson for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Mobile: +32 (0) 460 75 45 53
Email: peter.stano@ec.europa.eu
@ExtSpoxEU
Leading media work and communication on:
- Transatlantic relations (US, Canada)
- Russia, Eastern Partnership, Central Asia
- Europe (non-EU) including Western Europe, Western Balkans, and Turkey
- Middle East and North Africa (including Iran/JCPoA, MEPP)
- External aspects of migration
- Hybrid threats and disinformation
- Global strategy
- Multilateral: G7, OSCE

Virginie Battu-Henriksson
Spokesperson for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Mobile: + 32(0) 470 18 24 05
Email: Virginie.battu-henriksson@ec.europa.eu
Leading media work and communication on:
- Africa
- Asia and Pacific
- Latin America and Caribbean
- CSDP in general, missions and operations, relations with NATO
- Security policy and conflict prevention (including Counter-Terrorism), cyber security
- Human rights
- Multilateral: UN, Council of Europe, G20
- EEAS and FPI (as a service)
Adam Kaznowski
Press Officer for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Office: BERL 03/323
Tel: +32 (0) 2 29 89359
Mobile: +32 (0)460 768 088
Email: adam.kaznowski@ec.europa.eu
In charge of press work and coordination of public messaging/LTTs in following areas:
• Russia, Eastern Partnership, Central Asia, Afghanistan
• Europe (non-EU)
• Transatlantic relations (US, Canada)
• Asia and Pacific (incl ASEAN)
• Multilateral fora (G7, OSCE)
• CSDP: missions and operations in the region

Xavier Cifre Quatresols
Press Officer for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Office: BERL 03/323
Tel: +32 (0)2 29 73582
Mobile: +32 (0)460 75 51 56
Email: xavier.cifre-quatresols@ec.europa.eu
In charge of press work and coordination of public messaging/LTTs in following areas:
• External aspects of migration
• CSDP in general, missions and operations, relations with NATO
• Security policy and conflict prevention (including Counter-Terrorism)
• Global Strategy
• Human rights
• Multilateral issues (relations with the UN)

Daniel Puglisi
Press Officer for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management/Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Office: BERL 04/321
Tel: +32 (0)2 29 69140
Mobile: +32 (0)460 767374
Email: daniel.puglisi@ec.europa.eu
In charge of press work and coordination of public messaging / LTTs in following areas:
• Latin America and Caribbean
• Humanitarian affairs and Crisis Management

Lauranne Devillé
Press Officer for Foreign Affairs and Security
Office: BERL 03/328
Tel: +32 (0)2 29 80833
Mobile: +32 (0)460 758 775
Email: lauranne.deville@ec.europa.eu
In charge of media work and coordination of public messaging / LTTs in following areas:
• MENA
• CSDP: missions and operations in region
• EEAS and FPI (as service)
Alceo Smerilli  
Press Officer for Neighbourhood and Enlargement/Foreign Affairs and Security Policy  
Office: BERL 03/328  
Tel: +32 (0)2 29 64887  
Mobile: +32 (0)460 769 536  
Email: alceo.smerilli@ec.europa.eu  
In charge of press work and coordination of public messaging / LTTs in following areas:  
• Western Balkans  
• Turkey  
• CSDP: missions and operations in region  
• Neighbourhood policy and Enlargement process

Gesine Knolle  
Press Officer for International Cooperation and Development/Foreign Affairs and Security Policy  
Office: BERL 03/323  
Tel: +32 (0)2 29 54323  
Mobile: +32 (0)460 754 323  
Email: Gesine.Knolle@ec.europa.eu  
In charge of press work and coordination of public messaging / LTTs in following areas:  
• Africa  
• International Cooperation and Development  
• Multilateral fora (G20)  
• CSDP: missions and operations in region

Jennifer Sánchez Da Silva  
Press Assistant to Peter Stano & Virginie Battu-Henriksson  
Office: BERL 03/323  
Tel: +32 (0) 229 58316  
Email: Jennifer.Sanchez-Da-Silva@ec.europa.eu  
• Coordination point for planning/press agendas and interview requests

Anne-Sophie Fernandes  
Press Assistant to Peter Stano & Virginie Battu-Henriksson  
Office: BERL 03/328  
Tel: +32 (0)2 29 51594  
Email: Anne-Sophie.Fernandes@ec.europa.eu  
• Coordination point for planning/press agendas and audio-visual coverage.
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